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Our Vision
A Singapore that is children-plenty and children-friendly

Our Mission
To keep Singapore young by advocating a higher priority to having children, 

educating couples on fertility wellness, and promoting a society 
where children are celebrated, loved, and mainstreamed.

Our Board of Management
The Board of Management consists of the President, Vice Presidents, Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer, Honorary Secretary, 
Honorary Advisor, and Board Members.

Those members who have served for more than 10 consecutive years are founding board members, each with different 
skill sets that are instrumentally beneficial to I Love Children. We are constantly on the lookout for new board members 
for succession reasons.
*Founding board members: Board members who have served since I Love Children’s first board was formed in 2006.

There were four board meetings in 2020.
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Board of Management’s Attendance
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Joni Ong
Eddie Sung
Peter Lim
Helen Lim-Yang
Caroline de Guzman
Christopher Tan
Andy Hoe
Patricia Chui
Janet Chong
Narinder Kaur

Designation
President
Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Honorary Secretary  
Honorary Advisor
Board Member
Board Member
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4
4
4
3
3
4
4
2
4
1



Operations Manager  Ms Chryssie Tang

Assistant Event Manager Ms Callista Fu

Senior Event Executive  Ms Rosemary Richard Sam

Registration Number ROS2132/2005 CAS

Registered Office  Blk 323B Sengkang East Way  
    #01-555 Singapore 542323

Conflict of Interest Policy
The Board Members and employees will make full disclosure of any interests, relationships, and holdings 
annually/at the earliest opportunity basis, that could potentially result in a conflict of interest.

Where a conflict of interest arises, the member/employee with a conflict shall abstain from participating in 
the discussion, decision-making, and voting on the matter.

Communications Policy 
I Love Children works with professionals who are experts in fertility, finances, and work-life balance matters, 
to provide clear and factual tips and advice to our audiences.

All events and content by I Love Children will be kept secular and with no plagiarism. Any extracts will be 
linked back to their source. We do not tolerate cyberbullying and will take immediate actions to protect the 
rest of our audience.
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President’s Message
The year 2020 has been a challenge for many of us. 
Despite the drastic changes, we persevered and adapt-
ed to the ‘new normal’, to continue helping couples 
overcome their fears when it comes to having and 
raising children in Singapore.

I Love Children’s existence is important:  - we are the 
only non-profit organisation in Singapore that raises 
fertility awareness to support couples on their journey 
towards parenthood. 

In previous years, we reached out to our young adults 
through an onsite Mass Escape Room experience. This 
year, we overcame the mass gathering restrictions by 
bringing the activity online to 845 young adults. Their 
familiarity with mobile games made this a hit among 
them. 

The Reward Your Curiosity kiosk was brought to three 
locations. 3,945 participants abided with the safe
distancing measures while interacting with the kiosk. 

Mrs Joni Ong
President
(and also, a new grandma of two beautiful granddaughters)

For the first time, the Fertility Wellness Campaign was broadcasted in two Zoom webinars and live-streamed 
on Facebook to cater to the overwhelming attendance. Fertility experts and doctors from KK Women’s and 
Children’s Hospital, Singapore General Hospital, Thomson Fertility Centre (TFC) and Thomson Chinese Medi-
cine (TCM) addressed fertility concerns from 946 webinar participants. More than 600 questions were 
received during the Q&A segment, of which, 82 questions were answered live by the experts and doctors. The 
unanswered questions were addressed on our website through articles. In conjunction with the campaign, 
TFC and TCM provided 150 fertility health checks and 50 traditional Chinese medicine fertility consultations 
for couples to help them better understand their fertility wellness. 

Recognising couples' need for peer support while trying to conceive led to the launch of our Fertility Support 
Group Singapore on Facebook. Members of the closed group may ask anonymous questions, share their 
fertility experiences, provide emotional support and also have their questions answered by a panel of fertility 
experts.

Funds were limited, but with the support of our friends and partners, we managed to stay connected with 
our audiences before and after the pandemic through collaborations. Before the pandemic, a collaboration 
with Furama RiverFront Hotel led us to host a Royal Tea Party for children who got to dress as royalty and 
enjoy a children-friendly tea party. When the pandemic hit, we continued to stay connected with our audi-
ence online. From a small story-telling session for parents and children, we moved on to sessions that provid-
ed support and information on issues that couples faced while embarking on their parenthood journey. This 
was our way of reassuring couples that it is safe to conceive during the pandemic. These events continue to 
be well-received by the audiences.

I thank KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Singapore General Hospital, Thomson Fertility Centre, Thomson 
Chinese Medicine, and all our programme partners for supporting us even during this difficult year. We will 
continue being the voice of the people and work with like-minded organisations, to create a Singapore that 
is children-plenty and children-friendly.

Stay safe and healthy. 
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(Left to right)
Back: Sean, Jason
Middle: Eugene, Kristi-Ann, Kathi-Lyn, Elisabeth, 
Emmeliene, Jonathan
Front: Kian Min, Sarah, Joni, Naomi



845 young adults took part during the 
campaign period from 25 September to 16 October where 
they had to find clues on fertility, finances, and work-life 
balance to solve the puzzles and complete the game. The 
mobile app was made available for download for one year. 

Escape Adventure 
Iliad: Legend’s Call
With the evolving pandemic situation and with 
the implementation of the Circuit Breaker, the 
fourth escape adventure was brought online for 
participants to enjoy the mobile game in the 
comfort of their own homes.

Are you game enough?

Using Greek mythological to enhance the learning experience.

Who says we can’t have fun bonding online?
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Where the fun begins…



Reward Your Curiosity Kiosk
The only event that ran onsite in 2020, our kiosk ‘visited’ 
Pasir Ris Bus Interchange, Hillion Mall, and Waterway 
Point. It reached out to 3,945 participants between the 
ages of 17 and 39.

All participants abided by the safe distancing measures 
and were rewarded for their curiosity after they answered 
questions relating to managing finances, study/work-life 
balance, understanding fertility, and the importance of 
marriage and parenthood.

What participants had to say:

87%

93%

93%

82%
had a better understanding 
of the type of partner they 
would like to marry.

would recommend the 
event to others

felt positive about the tips 
acquired

felt that marriage and 
parenthood are achievable 
goals in life

Putting their knowledge to the test

It pays to be curious!

Couples spotted trying out the kiosk 

during their lunch break!
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Know Your Fertility Wellness Campaign

946 attendees benefitted through 
the campaign that was brought online into two 
webinars. 

The webinars were organised in support of the 
Made For Families initiative. The sessions were 
also live-streamed on Facebook to cater to 
interested participants who couldn’t register for 
the event due to the oversubscribed response. 
Through this campaign, we reassured couples 
that it is safe to conceive during the pandemic.

Fertility experts and doctors from KK Women’s 
and Children’s Hospital (KKH), Singapore General 
Hospital (SGH), Thomson Fertility Centre (TFC), 
and Thomson Chinese Medicine (TCM) were 
invited to address fertility concerns from 
participants.

The attendees enjoyed the Q&A segment and 
sent in more than 600 questions, but due to the 
time constraint, 82 unique questions were 
answered live while the unanswered questions 
were addressed through articles on our website.

Eligible attendees who filled up a feedback form 
at the end of the webinar received a Point Of 
Care International Fertility Goodie Bag worth $23.

Social media influencer Jayne Tham, 

shared about her IVF journey during 

the webinar with Thomson Fertility 

Centre and Thomson Chinese Medicine.

Johnathan Chua, co-founder of GRVTY 

Media shared his fertility experience. 

Behind the scenes

are encouraged to seek 
help when necessary

have positive thoughts 
towards marriage and 
parenthood after the talk

are more aware that fertility 
declines with age and will 
consider having children earlier

would recommend the 
talk to others

96% help when necessaryhelp when necessary

have positive thoughts 
towards marriage and 
parenthood after the talk

are more aware that fertility 
declines with age and will 

88%

were addressed through articles on our website.

Eligible attendees who filled up a feedback form 

declines with age and will 
are more aware that fertility 
declines with age and will 94% declines with age and will 
consider having children earlier

would recommend the 
talk to others

declines with age and will 
consider having children earlier

94%

99%

What participants had to say:
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Building a Singapore that is Building a Singapore that is 



In conjunction with the campaign, TFC 
and TCM provided 150 fertility health 
checks and 50 traditional Chinese 
medicine fertility consultations for 
couples to help them better understand 
their fertility wellness.          

Know Your Fertility 
Wellness Campaign

Do you commute on trains and buses? How many ads did you catch?

The Straits Times

MOSG

Youtube ads
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Online Platforms
Our website and social media platforms offer young adults, married couples and parents, 
information from experts and real-life stories of couples on fertility, finances, and 
work-life balance.

Website
Access a wide range of tips and 
advice on ilovechildren.sg. 
There’s also a list of O&G and 
fertility doctors practising in 
Singapore!

Fertility Support Group Singapore
Launched in October, the support group 
is a safe space for members to interact 
with each other by giving peer support, 
share experiences about their fertility 
journey. Members may even have their 
fertility questions answered by a panel 
of fertility experts in the group.

Scan to join 

Facebook and Instagram
Follow us on both Facebook and Instagram for updates 

on events, bite-sized information, and giveaways!

TikTok
Feeling the 
blues? 
Follow us for 
a little bit of 
laughter.
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As the world faced drastic changes, we continued to engage couples and parents online, 
through our Let’s Share Series. 

We observed the different issues couples and parents faced during the pandemic, to help 
them cope and manage through difficult times, we worked with friends and partners to 
provide the support and information needed to address their concerns. These sharing 
series continue to be well-received by our audiences. Catch these videos on our Facebook 
page!

Let’s Share Series

21 Aug, Episode 1
As couples faced the fear of job 
and financial instability, Ezane, 
a mummy of two shared tips on 
why and how she started her 
home business during the 
circuit breaker.

28 Aug, Episode 2
Celestine, a mummy for four, 
shared how she juggles 
between her young children, 
family, and business.

30 Oct, Episode 3
Taking the opportunity to remind 
couples to try for a baby as they 
spent more time together with 
WFH arrangements, Angelia, 
founder of Babies Bliss, 
demonstrated fertility 
acupressure points to enhance 
fertility in males and females.

8 Dec, Episode 4
Dr Theresa Lee, a Senior Consultant with 
the Department of Psychological Medicine 
at KKH, shared tips and advice on things 
couples can do to manage the pressure 
and stress that comes with trying to 
conceive and in parenthood.

The magic button to increase 

libido in males and females. 

WARNING: Expect an 

immediate effect.

Ezane and her daughter Emma, 

showcasing one of the products.

Celestine’s husband, Derrick, 

shares how he enjoys a day 

out with his children.
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The following activities were organised to encourage bonding between parents and 
children.

Bonding with Family

11 Jan - Royal Tea Party at FestiveFurama 
A Royal Tea Party was held in collabration 
with Furama RiverFront Hotel. Children 
were dressed as royals and enjoyed a 
children-friendly tea party.

Parents were enthusiastic about dressing 
their children up and the children enjoyed 
the activities specially curated for 
parent-child bonding.

Moving online with two storytelling sessions
No playground time? No problem! Storytelling and workout sessions at home to 

entertain the families.

25 Jul - Storytelling session: 
The Three Wishes 
If you could have three wishes, what 
would it be? As simple as an ice cream 
date with mummy was one of the 
wishes shared by our little participant.

16 May - Storytelling and Workout 
session 
A good workout session with workout 
enthusiast, Xinhui, parents and children.

Ending off with the moral of the story.

Xinhui guiding 

the children 

through the 

exercises.

The mandatory group 

photo after the session.

Royal birthday for the January babies

Prince of Egypt with two Queen Elsas Hmm, we wonder what's for tea?
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aLife Ltd
Asia PR Werkz

Families for Life Council
Family Central – a service by Fei Yue Community Services

Furama RiverFront, Singapore
KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital

Lifebuilders
Lunch Actually
Mums@Work

National University Hospital
Paul See, PIAS

Point Of Care International
Singapore General Hospital
Thomson Chinese Medicine

Thomson Fertility Centre
Waka Waka Singapore

Waterway Point
Women Fertility & Fetal Centre

I Love Children
Blk 323B Sengkang East Way #01-555 Singapore 542323

Tel: 63859668

For partnerships: Talk to us
Through donations: Giving.sg

ILC PARTNERS & SUPPORTERS
A BIG THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS

Find Us

ilovechildren.sg ILoveChildrenSG @sg.funniestfamilyvideos

Support us today!

I Love Children is an Institution of Public Character (IPC), donors will 
be eligible for 2.5 times tax deduction for donations S$100 and above. 

https://ilovechildren.sg/talk-to-us
www.giving.sg/i-love-children_44612075

